INNOVATION IN POUCHES & BAGS
Which packaging concepts work for you and your customers? How can they be achieved both technically and cost effectively? What sustainability and compliance points should be considered?

Benefit from our extensive experience and our broad spectrum of packaging films, printed in either roto-gravure or flexo with registered specialist varnishes and matt lacquers if required.

Our range of functionalities and accessories in pre made bags and stand up pouches ensures that customers and consumers alike benefit from our products.

From concept pack design through to supply chain integration and long term strategic partnerships with our customers, it really is ... You&Us!
Innovations are created by means of dialog. Get inspired by us. We can provide our customers with ideas and concepts and together we work out the ideal solution for your requirements – to turn ideas into marketable packages.

**OUR SERVICES – JOINTLY CREATING ADDED VALUE**

- Conception, development, and design of packaging ideas
- Design consulting
- Consulting and project management
- Feasibility check of package designs
- Selection and sourcing of materials
- Market surveys/trend scouting
- Production of package and print samples
- Machine tests and sample series are done under real life conditions.

“**From Idea to Market**”
The Wipak/Winpak Group is amongst the leading global packaging manufacturers and offers one of the widest ranges in the industry in pre made bag & pouch formats, sizes and shapes. Rapid sealing, high oxygen barrier, sustainable material combinations, heat resistance, or printability – when developing and manufacturing individual, efficient pouch solutions, you will benefit from over 40 years of experience and expertise.

**OUR MODULAR PRODUCTS FOR IDEAL AND CREATIVE SOLUTIONS**

The benefits: product protection and perfect machinability also for high speed processing.

**Sealing layers**
- Versatile barrier solutions for oxygen, water vapor, aromas, light, and migration; precisely matched to the product and its shelf life requirements – product protection always gets top priority.

**Barrier**
- Large portfolio for deep-freeze and refrigerated counter applications, hot filling, microwave, as well as pasteurization and sterilization. Temperature range: -50° to +130° Celsius. The benefits: product protection and stability.

**Temperature resistant multilayer films**
- Easy open, recloseable, convenience and other aesthetic options can be incorporated effectively and efficiently.

**Functionality**
- Top quality print design, premium quality film printing using flexographic or roto-gravure printing methods, specialist surface effects such as gloss, matt, in register, super silver, or haptic and tactile lacquers. Additional features include: metalized and demetalized films, print on paper, & water marks to create invisible codes.

**Excellent printing & special effects**
- Broad range of functional and stable sealing layers, ideally adjusted to each individual application. The benefits: product protection and perfect machinability also for high speed processing.

**Reduced thickness & efficient use of material**
- Film thickness reduced by means of intelligent and efficient material combinations, selected raw materials and special recipes – while maintaining functionality and stability at a constantly high level.
The protection of our environment is among the guiding principles of our daily work. This includes intensive research and development in the fields of raw materials, energy efficiency and carbon emissions. We are actively working on new materials while also optimizing the existing materials and systematically reducing our production waste and energy consumption. The major part of energy required for our production is generated by means of our own solar energy facilities. Our expertise in bags and pouches can also support our customers in achieving their sustainability ambitions.

**Benefit**  
Reduced package weight*  

-85 %

One pallet of empty pouches is comparable to 29 pallets of empty tins.

**Benefit**  
Efficient logistics

*Flexible packaging vs. rigid (comp. on 3 kg tomato can)*
A wide variety of options and features to a pack format growing in popularity. Convenient, high sustainability credentials and cost effective, stand up pouches have a bottom gusset, and a large front and back panel, perfect for eye catching prints using gravure or flexo printing.

Convenient, effective and fully customizable.

Quad or four corner seal, two side gussets giving a reinforced structure helping the bag to maintain its shape when filled and on display. Perfect for higher volume or heavier applications. Both flexo and gravure printing available as well as a number of customizable options. The “single lip” option which partially seals the top of the bag to allow this format of bag to be used on a stand up pouch filling line is also available with all of the same features.

Four side seal and a variety of features for greater reinforcement for heavier products.
A pre made bag with two side gussets, sealed at the bottom and a single seal which can be at the back of the bag centrally or incorporated into a side seal. Perfect for applications such as coffee beans and other dry powders.

Large or small – consumer friendly in a variety of formats.

A flat, pre made bag. Three sides are sealed, leaving an open end for manual filling and sealing. Perfect for versatility including gas flushing. Printable, and many other additional features can be built into this bag. Great from a sustainability point of view as they are easily stacked in boxes for shipment and storage.

Simplicity and versatility – all in one.

An extension of our range of stand up pouches, these pouches have all of the same benefits with the added benefit of a screw cap spout. These spouts come in a range of sizes, angles, colours, formats and with or without tamper evident features. Sealing these pouches into bespoke shapes that compliment the graphics can make for great shelf appeal and consumer convenience. Retortable options including our new Walox range are also available.

The future of cans and bottles.
The block bottom bag has the traditional "envelope" style seal at the bottom, four sides, two of which are gusseted to give a great cost effective option for a variety of low cost applications.

Traditional, customizable, convenient.

Wicketed bags designed for manual filling of bulkier items, these pre-made pouches are connected together for maximum flexibility in production filling.

Wicketed bags for semi automatic applications.